The journey by train took forever. ________________ the passengers looked bored. The train had ________________ of the luxuries you’d usually expect on such a journey. As a result, there was ________________ to buy any food or drink. ________________ of the passengers brought their own packed lunches, and ________________ watched enviously as they unwrapped them. At ________________ station we stopped, people looked out of the windows, hoping to see ________________ sellers with ________________ in the way of refreshment. But, sadly, there were ________________ at all. It appeared that ________________ people would have to spend all the time dreaming of a cup of coffee and a sandwich. I brought a couple of magazines to read but ________________ of them held my attention for very long. I had ________________ interest in ________________ but ending the journey. It was very boring and I felt ________________ refreshed nor relaxed when I finally reached my destination.
The journey by train took forever. **ALL** the passengers looked bored. The train had **NONE** of the luxuries you’d usually expect on such a journey. As a result, there was **NOWHERE** to buy any food or drink.

A **FEW** of the passengers brought their own packed lunches, and **EVERYONE** watched enviously as they unwrapped them. At **EACH** station we stopped, people looked out of the windows, hoping to see **SOME** sellers with **ANYTHING** in the way of refreshment. But, sadly, there were **NONE** at all. It appeared that **MOST** people would have to spend all the time dreaming of a cup of coffee and a sandwich. I brought a couple of magazines to read but **NEITHER** of them held my attention for very long. I had **LITTLE** interest in **ANYTHING** but ending the journey. It was very boring and I felt **NEITHER** refreshed nor relaxed when I finally reached my destination.